
Installation Instructions:
       Install the Du-ha Lockbox by following the 
instructions included with the divider kit.  Note: The 
factory knob for holding the jack tools in place is too 
large to fit inside the Lockbox so you will need to 
remove the current knob from the jack tools holder. 
Press on the metal tab on the back side so you can slide 
the knob out of the metal bracket.  Use the provided 
knob and insert it into the same hole of the jack tools 
bracket to secure the jack tools in the factory location.  
You will also need to flip the bracket around on the jack 
tools bag so the end of the tool bag will point downward  
so they will fit inside the Lockbox. 

      To lock the Lockbox insert the key into the lock 
with the teeth on the key pointing to the outside of 
the vehicle. The middle key should point towards the 
passenger side or truck. Once the key is inserted turn 
the key clockwise to lock the driver’s side and counter-
clockwise to lock the passenger’s side and middle.  
When locked the teeth on the key should be pointing 
downward. Remove the key.

      To Un-lock the Lockbox insert the key into the lock 
with the teeth on the key pointing downward. Turn the 
key counter-clockwise to unlock the driver’s side and 
clockwise to unlock the passenger’s side and middle. 

Safety Instructions:
Warning:  Make sure the DU-HA is secured in the vehicle according 
to installation instructions. Do not store explosives or hazardous 
materials in the DU-HA. Do not place loaded guns in the DU-HA. 
For further instructions refer to truck owner’s manual or contact 
DU-HA, Inc.
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